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PREPOSITIONS (&ADVERBS) USED IN COMMON EXPRESSIONS --- WORKSHEET SENTENCES (E) 

GROUP E 

ROWS 9 & 10 

off and on on and on out of practice 

in time on time in/out of luck  in/within/out of reach 

a) I had this dream that there was a golden apple ____ yet somehow I couldn’t get it. 

b) He may be ____ but I’m sure that it’ll all come back to him once he starts doing it again. 

c) They had an ____ relationship in their first years together but somehow managed to make it work. 

d) I’m scared to ask my teacher because she just goes ____ and all I want is a simple answer. 

e) We were ____ but everyone else came late so the meeting started at ten instead. 

f) You’re just ____.  We’re about to start decorating the tree. 

g) She’s ____ .  Those shoes she wanted are still on sale. 
 

a)  b)  c)  d)  

e)  f)  g)   
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